Twelve spectral lines of quadruply.ionized praseodymium in the region 840 to 2250 A are reported.
Introduction
Th e one-electron Cs I isoelectroni c seq ue nce has been observed through Ce IV. The prese nt work exte nds this to Pr v. Several orbital prope rti es s uc h as quantum defec t, doublet splittin g, and term e nergy intervals were found to vary in a regular way through the Cs I sequ en ce. These regularities have bee n used here to verify the analysis of Pr v. This is th e first example of the structure of the fifth spec trum of a rare earth. The regularities in the level structure of the 4f period of ato ms in lower stages of ionization indicate that Pr V may serve as a guide to the interpretation of the more complex fifth spectra of th e rare earths.
Experimental Procedure
The spectrum plates obtained in th e investi gation of Pr IV [1] 1 were found to contain se veral very strong and fairly isolated lines in a 500-A spark exposure which s howed no trace in the 50-A exposure. These could only be interpreted as high excitation Pr IV lines, whic h is unlikely because of their unusual strength, or Pr v lines. Unfortunately, the slidingspark light source [2] used in this experiment does not suppress Pr IV relative to Pr v. Therefore, the assignment of these lines to PI' V could not be based exclusively on excitation separqtion.
Exposures were made in the first order of a 35-ft Eagle vaf uum spectrograph at a reciprocal dispersion of 0.78 A/mm. For further corroboration of the lines of the 65 -6p and 6p -75 transitions and for a better intensity relationship between these lines, exposures were also made in the first order of a 2.2-meter Eagle vacuum spectrograph at a reciprocal di spersion of were used as sta ndards of calibration [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The estimated wavele ngth un certainty for all lin es, except those at 1958 A, is ± 0.005 A. Those a t 1958 A have an estimated un certaint y of ± 0.003 A.
Wavelengths and Energy Levels
A li s t of the classified lines of Pr V, includin g visual es timates of their relative inte nsi ties , wave numb ers, and classifications is given in table 1. The li st of energy levels of Pr V derived th erefro m is giv en in table 2. It includes the le vel designation, the observed position with es timated un certainty, th e fine s tructure splitting wh ere appropriate, and th e h yperfin e stru cture s plitting for the 65 2 S term. The hyperfine s plittin g of the 75 le vel is calculated to be about 1. c m -1. Becau se the width of the 6p -75 lines is about 2. c m -1 , thi s s plitting could not be ob served.
The interpre tation of the observed spectral lines was begun with an accurate estimate of ~4J obtained from the 4f65 configuration of Pr 3 +. This value allowed an unambiguous interpretation of the intense 4f-5d lines. Using this 5d doublet splitting, we were able to interpre t th e almost-equally prominent 5d -6p lines. In figure 1 , the ratios of the spin-orbit splitting, 
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7s 2S levels were not so easily distinguished because of the comparable strength of numerous Pr IV lines in the same spectral region. Evidence for our interpretation of these lines in terms of the behavior of the 6s -7 s energy interval is presented in figure 2 where the observed value for Pr V follows the smooth variation of this interval in the Cs I isoelectronic sequence.
In figure 3 we present the sequential behavior of the quantum defect, . n -na, for each of the observed terms. These points are interrelated since the quantum defects depend on the positions of the terms relative to the ionization limit which in turn is determined by the positions of the ns 2S terms. Therefore the agreement of the Pr V experimental values with the isoelectronic sequence· is a strong confirmation of the analysis of this spectrum.
Because of the noticeable departure of the Ba II 4/2F points in figures 1 and 3, we have examined the nl series of Ba II in detail and found that the be havior of (n -nu) versus 1/ nr, is quite diffe rent from that of the same series in Cs I and La III. It is our impression that this part of the Ba II analysis bears reexamination.
T he value of the spin-orbit parameter, ~4f, derived from the 4f2F term of PrV equals 86S.0±0.3 em -I. From the 4/6s configuration of Pr IV, one finds [1] ~.v= 860.8 ± 0.2 em-I. The difference is due to a slight ' . shielding of the 41 electron by the 6s electron in Pr IV. The same order of magnitude of this effect can be found in the comparison of the same configurations of Ce IV and Ce III [8, 9] . However, the value of ~4f from La III [10] is slightly smaller than that obtained from 4.fOs of La II [11] . This is probably due to a small perturbation in La II where configurations of the same parity are very close. 
Ionization Potential
In table 2 of the recent paper of S ugar and Re ader [12] values of ~na = na (7 s In figure 3 , the error bar on the 7s 2S , Pr V point show s the exte nt of the possible c han ge in the position of that point for a chan ge in the ionization e nergy of the stated uncertainty. This gi ves us confide nce that the value of ~na used is valid for highly ionized rare earths.
5: Hyperfine Splitting of the 6s Term
The hype rfine s plittin g of th e 6s 2S te rm of 2.95 ± 0.05 cm-I lead s to a valu e for the s plitting factor of the 6s electron (ali") of 0. 98~ ± O.Oh e m-I. It is of inte res t to co mpa re thi s valu e with a lis = 0.639 ± 0.007 e m-I for P r III giv e n by Reade r a nd S ugar [13] . R elatin g th ese splittings accordin g to t he Go ud s mit-F ermi .Segre formula, we get This compares quite well with the experimentally determined value listed above.
